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LINKING LEARNING STYLE THEORY WITH RETENTION RESEARCH:
The TRAILS Project

ABSTRACT

Tinto's model suggests that the critical factor in retention is the

integration students experience With the campus' academic and social

environments; The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), a measure of Jungian

personality type, identifies basic cognitive functions and preferred approaches

to learning that affect this integration. The TRAILS project (Tracking

Retention and Academic Integration by Learning Style) Incorporates students'

MBTI profiles in institutional enrollment research and hat fOUnd that it

relates to aptitude scores, academic achieVement, choice of major and

attrition. Given the many applications of the MBTI in retention interventions,

including the MBTI in retention research ensures the utefulness of the research

outcomes.
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LINKING LEARNING STYLE THEORY WITH RETENTION RESEARCH :

The TRAILS Project

INTRODUCTION: Learning Style and the Tinto Model of Student Persistence

Though retention and attrition are very complex issues with many

intervening variables and fattor, a theoretical framework or a model offers a

common ground for discussions, research and action. In a summary of existing

retention modelS, Bean (19B2) explains,

A model of student attrition is a representation of the factors presumed

to influence decitiont to drOp oUt of an institution. The model
_

identifies the interrelationships among the various factors and the

relationships between these factort and the dropout decision.

In the same volume, Pascarella (b. 1) SUgOetts that attrition models are

particularly useful for institutional researcher since the models provide "a

parsimonious guide to the selection of VariAblet and tti their relationships in

student persistence/withdrawal behavior. One tuch Model of student attrition

has been developed by Tinto (1975) and hit partitUlar Model has been widely

cited and tested (Bean, 1982); Tinto suggestt that the critital factor in

retention is the degree of congruence between the needt, interet, abilities,

expectations and commitments of the students on the On0 hand and the atademic

and -social systems of the specific college or university. EVOty ttudent

inevitably experiences some degree of integration Or "fit" With the

institutional environment, both academically and socially; Tintb't mOdEl

suggests that it is this degree of integration experienced by each indMdUal

Student Which is manifested in the student's enrollment choites. When dropout

vieWed ds an.outcome of such a process, then the appropriat focut of

2
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retention retearth it the nature of the interaction of the individual student

with the campus OnVironment.

If, at Tinto suggests, the key factor in retention is the integration

experienced by indiVidual students with the unique academic and social

dimensions bf the canpus climate, then it is important to understand the

cognitive and affective processes students use in negotiating the academic and

social environments bf the university or college. One framework for

understanding these procetseS it OroVided by the personality theory of Car/

Jung (1923) which serves as the conceptual foundatiOn for the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator (MBTI) (Myers and McCaUlley, 1985), a Widely-used personality

assessment instrument; The theory underlying the MBTI suggests "that much

seemingly random variation in behavibt it actually Obite orderly and

consistent, being due to basic differences in the Way individuals prefer to use

their perception and judgment" (Myers and MtCaulleY, 1985, p.1). The MBTI

contains four separate scales or indices; each index reflects one of four basic

preferences regarding what people attend to in ahy given situation (perception)

and how they draw conclusiont or make decisiont abbut What is perceived

(judgment). These four indices are outlined in Table 1.

INSERT TABLE 1 HERE

The four indices or dimensions of the MBTI haVe bbetl telated tO numerous

other psychological and academic measure5 which sUggett that oriE LAb of the

MBTI is as a measure of a student's learning style (Myert Ahd MtCAUlle, 1985;

Lawrence, 1984). Learning style can be understddd At A perton't Oteferred

approach to information processing, idea formation and decition Making, the

attitudes and interests that influence what is attended to in A learning

situation, and a disposition to seek learning environMentt compatible With

3
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these personal preferences (Lawrence; 1984); Two of the dimentiOns of the MBT1

interact to form a useful four-fold typology of learning ttylb (Lawrence,

1979); specifically the Introveraion(I)-Extravertion(E) and the Senting(S)-

Intuition(N) indices. The learning style typology i5 presented in Table 2.

INSERT TABLE 2 HERE

Both the theory and the existing research with the MBTI tuggett that it

can be One effectiVe framework for making sense of the unique processes

ttudentt prefer to uSe in dealing with their college experience; The MBTI

provides important information about a student's natural interests, cOmMitMentt

and vdluet; Work habitt and especially learning styles; Therefore, it seemt

that in one tingle profile it may offer very useful data regarding some

personality procettet and preferences affecting a student's academic and tocial

integration With tpecific Campus climates. The MBTI offers to inttitutional

researchert on Meant of identifying important psychological factors that may

affect the integration And in turn affect enrollment choices of students;

The MBTI alto alloWt retearchers to describe the prevailing climates of

certain social and aCadeMic enVitonMent-s. A number of theorists (Walsh; 1973)

suggest that it is tne preVailin0 or doMinant characteristics of student groups

that in effect determine the ettential nature of campus environments; By

describing a specific pOpulation Of Students using MBTI dimensions; one can

assess the degrees of congruente VaribUt tYpes of students may experience

within.that prevailing academic And tOcial cliMate Of a campus. In addition;

the MBTI profile of the faculty in a giVen deWtMeht may describe in part the

academic challenges faced by students in that department and the degree of

integration or fit different types of studentt may experience in that



department. In short, the MBTI is one framework for underttanding bOth Sides

of the interaction equation; it can describe both the individual student and

dimentibrit of the environment encountered by that student. Thit person-

environment interaction is a particularly important part of enrollment

management research (Hossler, 1984).

The purpOte bf thit paper is to introduce one model that has been used to

integrate MeatUrett of student learning characteristics with institutional

enrollment retearth. The following discussion will briefly address fbur

Specific retentibh research issues and present preliminary data pertaining to :

Uting the MBTI to Describe Discrete Academic Populations

b) The RelatiOnthip of The MBTI and Measures of Academic Aptitude

The RelatiOnthip of the MBTI and Academic Achievement

d) Uting the MBTI to Understand Persistence Patterns

The TRAILS Project: An OVerVieW

The TRAILS pi-DJ-Ott (Tratking Retention and Academic Integration by
_

Learning Style) is an inttitOtiOnal research effort at Saint Louis University

in which students' MBTI Storet are Merged with other student data such as

ACT/SAT scores, high School grade Obint average' and demographic factors.

Each subsequent academic term, data such as the student's declared major and

GPA and enrollment status are entered in the database. By maintaining such

records in a cumulative databate; inStitutIOnal researchers can readily answer

questions such as: What toot of learnerS tend to gravitate to certain majors?

How are MBTI preferences related tO AptitUde measures? How well do different

types of learners do in certain tchoblt or majors? Do some types of learners

do better early in their academic Wbrk than in subsequent studies? How is

student learning style related to drop-out?



Population Descriptions

There is an extensive bOdy bf research with the MBTI which.describes

specific student populatiOnt, ttpetiallY in academic settings, EMcCaulley,1978;

Myers, 1990; MyerS & MtCaulley, 19853. The theory and research suggestS that

different types of Studentt Arb disproportionately represented in certain

academic disciplines becauSe the demands and rewards of specific academic and

career pursuits attract studentt With Certain personality preferences. If any

one academic major at an inStitUtion is considered an unique academic and

social environment, then the MBTI profile of the students (as well as the

faculty) is important envirOnmental inferMatien.

Table 3 presents TRAILS data from Saint Louis University which illustrate

the predominant learning style tharacterittitt of several individual colleges

at the University; Though all MBTI to-et are represented in each college,

certain types are disproportionately repretehted in certain academic

environments; For example, the IN learning Style (the most abstract and

reflective learning style) describes a gttatei- prepertion of learners in Arts

and Sciences than in the other schoolt And U.S. population at large; The ES

learner (the most active, concrete and pragmatic Style) is most common in the

Nutting student population and least common for the NOrting faculty. Myers-

Briggs type profiles such as these are useful in attetsing the learning climate

of campus environments and in identifying issueS of Student academic

integration.

INSERT TABLE 3 HERE

AcadeMic Aptitude Measures

It is generally acknowledged that there is some relatiOnship between type

preferences And performance on standardized aptitude measures (Myert &
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mccaulloy; 1985). Myers (1980) and McCaulley and Natter (1974) discuss several

neAqong why intUitive learners may perform better than sensing learners on

:Certain IQ and aptitude measures and cite some studios which illustrate these

differencet. The argument is often made that gifts of tensing learners cannot

be measured by paper and pencil instruments, and that tenting students

(especially extraverted sensing learners) are at a disadvantage on any timed

examination WhiCh fOCUses on the ability to quickly manipulate symbols, séé

-lOatternt and relatiOnthips between words and concepts, and so on. The TRAILS

data clearly support these patterns; on both the ACT and the SAT, the IN types

scored the highett, followed by the EN, IS and ES learning stylet (Table 4).

INSERT TABLE 4 HERE

The TRAILS database includes continuous scores on each of the fbur MBTI

indices which show the strength of the individual's preference on each index.

This offers another analYtiC approach to institutional studies, namely the

investigation of the linear relationship between variables (e.g. to see if the

strength of preferenCe for int,;ition is related to aptitude measures). Table 5

summarizes the results Of A ttepWite Multiple regression wherein the strengthS

of preference on each MBTI tcale are the independent variables and aptitude

score is the dependent variable. The SenSing-Intuition scale emerges as the

only significant predictor; the ttronger the preference for Intuition, the

higher the aptitude score;

INSERT TABLE 5 HERE

If there is a relationship between thident learning style as assessed by

the MBTI and performance on traditiOnal atademic aptitude measures, students

with certain learning preferencet thay be MOre likely to be found in "remedial"

or "special support" programs prescribed for ttudents With low aptitude scores.
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Table 3 showed the learning style profile for bile SUCh prOgram (the "high-risk

group) and showed that extraverted-sensing (ES) learnett are over 1 1/2 times

more likely to be found in this group than Oh0 Would eXpect from the overall

tybe distribution of the student body at large.

Academic Achievement

Academic achievement has a prominent role ih any inVettigatioh of

retention patterns; at some institutions, the inability of StUdentt tb perform

academically may be the single most important factbr COntribUting tb Attrition.

In the Tinto model) academic performance is one measure bf academiC integration

and is an important consideration as students reassess their CoMMitMentt bath

tb the inttitUtibh and to their educational objectives (Tinto, 1975). It iS

important to investigate the relationship of learning style tb ac6bomit

acniovement in order to fully integrate the MBTI with the retention model.

INSERT TABLE 6 HERE

There it a i-elationship between strength of preference bn three bf the

four MBTI indiCet and academic achievement in the first semester (GPA). Table

6 shows that the greater the preference for Intuition and the greater the

preference for Introversion, the better the first term GPA; Also there iS a

relationship between the JUdging/Perceiving preference and academic

performance; the greater the preference for Judging, the better the GPA.

Institutional researchers often investigate the relationship between

grades and aptitude measures in order to verify that the use of aptitude

measures to screen students in the Admissions process and to place students in

appropriate course sections is a worthwhile and effective endeavor. Table 6

also reports the relationship of each MBTI index with first term SPA when
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aptitude is also entered in the stepWite regreSSiOn equation. The SAT score

emerges as the best predictor and the SenSing-IntUitien scale (which is the

only scale significantly related to aptitude tbb Table 4) does not enter the

equation as a significant factor. AboVe And beyend the aptitude measure0

however, three MBTI scales are significantly related to academic performance:

preferences for Introversion, Judging, and Feeling all contribute significantly

to academic performance in the first terM tVth While considering aptitude tests

scores.

In retention research, subsequent academic perforMance is as important as

first term GPA since the purpose is to deterMine facterS that contribute to

stUdents successfully persisting through A COMplett prOgrath Of study at the

institution. Because the TRAILS project it Still in itS infanCY (beginning

1982)0 the sample size for upperclass studentS it liMited. Table 7 presents

preliminary TRAILS data on the effect of learning Style On academic achievement

in the upper division curriculum for studentt in fOur Spetific colleges: Arts

and Sciences, Business, Nursing; and Allied Health Professions. Using the

fall semester GPA for juniors and seniors at the dependent variable and the

four learning style groups as independent variablet; eneWay ANOVAs for each

school show no significant differences by learning Style.

INSERT TABLE 7 HERE

Attrition

The Tinto model suggests that dropout is the oUtcome of insufficient

integration of the student with the social and academic environments of an

inttitUtien. The theory underlying the Myers-BriggS suggests that students

With different preferences will find different kinds of environments rs-Aarding,

supportive, challenging, and so on - all of which affect choiceS About



persistence. Comparing persiSting tb non-persisting populations while also

considering the aptitude and aChits-reMent findings discussed above is the final

objective of the TRAILS approach to retention research. Again, the sample size

for non-persisters to date is liMited; the data presented in Table 8 are

results of preliminary analyset of Nurting school data and is intended to

illustrate the TRAILS model;

INSERT TABLE 8 HERE

In the Nursing program, there may be a relationship between the Thinking-

Feeling dimension and attrition; While studentt With a preference for Thinking

COMprite about 26% of the Nursing student group as a whole, they comprise 40%

of the Nursing dropouts. Since there is no effect of this preference on

4Cademic aptitude' first term GPA or subsequent academic perforMance for

Nursing students, the Thinking-Feeling dimension may relate to persistence

indirectly through its effect on social integration (Patcarella, 1986).

DISCUSSION

The data presented in this overview suggest that at one inttitUtion

certain personality characteristics affect student performance on aptitude

tetts, student interest in academic majors or careers, and first term academic

perfOrMatice. Though certain types of learners score significantly lower than

others on the ACT and the SAT' there appear to be no differences between typet

Of learnert in upperclass academic achievement in the heart of their chosen

curriculum, thOUgh such aptitude scores are used to determine the liklihood Of

aCademic success at the institution.

If cettair, typet of learners tend to score lower on aptitude tests than

other learnert, the trend of declining board scores which is faced by many
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institutions takes on new meaning; Available data suggest that an ever-

increasing number of "sensing" students are entering American colleges and

universities and thati contrary to 10 to 20 years ago, the majority Of college

students today have a sensing preference (Myers, 1980; Davis and Schroeder,

1983). Academic programs which have witnessed a decline in board Scoret Might

benefit from investigating shifts in the prevailing learning style of their

students via the MBTI.

Knowing this relationship between type preferences and aptitude (as

measured by standardized tests) enables researchers to make better sense of the

academic performance of certain types of students in certain curricular areas.

There is evidence that sensing learners may be the most successful students in

certain academic pursuits (McCaulley, 1978) inspite of the fact that the

sensing preference may lead to poorer scores on timed aptitude tests like the

ACT, SAT, MCAT or GRE. Using such aptitude measures to screen students for

admission may be a disservice to some students and also perhaps to the vitality

and Success of specific academic programs. In a broader perspective, the

current trend in public policy to monitor the quality of undergraduate programs

through comprehensive assessment of student learning outcomes tends to focus on

the Ute of standardized assessment measures (National Governors Association

Task Force on College Quality, 1985). Data on the relationship of learning

style to aptitude test performance have implications for such policies at the

inStitutional, state and federal levels.

The TRAILS approach to retention research fits well with the premises of

the Tinto model and enrollment management research in general (Hostler, 1984)

by enabling researchers to investigate the person-environment fit that is

critical to understanding the persistence patterns of students. Incorporating

personality indices tuch as those provided by the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator



in the research scheme Allows institutional researchers to assess not only

proxy measures of sOcial and academic integration but the fundamental cognitive

and affective procetset that influence such integration. Such dynamics are

likely to vary by institUtiOn (Pascarella, 1996) and the TRAILS project is one

model for investigating thete faCtOrt.

Most importantly, the TRAILS model provides information and insights that

can readily be translated into inttitutiOnal retention interventions.

Educators have available an eAtensive body of literature (Hoffman and

Betkouski, 1981) about appropriate edUcational interventions for different

learners found pp be "at risk" in specific academic and social environments on

campus; The MBTI has been used succestfUlly in Career planning and academic

advising (Pinkneyi 1983; Myers and McCaulley, 1985), perSohal counseling

(Provost, 1984; Jones and Sherman, 1979), in retidenc hallS (Schroeder and

Jacksons in press) and in instructional development prograMt (Jensen and

DiTiberioi 1984). Educators familiar with the MBTI Can Make effeCtive use of

such data in a wide range of retention interventiOnt intlUding freShmen

orientation to advising to faculty development (Beal And NOel, 1980). The

necessary first step is to incorporate such personality MeAtUrtS in the

inStitUtional enrollment research endeavor so that appropriate areat -rot

interVentiOn can be targeted and actual intervention efforts can be eValuated.

The TRAILS prOject is one model for designing retention studies which

intOrporate useful information for improving the quality of the social And

academic experienceS of students and thereby improving campus retentiOn.

12
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,ABLE 1 : THE FOUR PREFERENCE INDICES OF THE MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR

Scale Dimensions Description of Preference

Preferred EI Extraversion (E) : a person's preferred orientation is tOWard the

orientation o outer world of people, events, activities, things;

inner/outer world Introversion (I) : a person's preferred orientation is toward the

inner world of ideas and concepts;

Preferred SN Sensing (S) : a preference for perceiving through the process of

mode of sensing; a preference for immediate experience,

Perception observable, concrete facts and happenings perceived

though one or more of the five senses;

Intuition (N) : a preference for perceiving or becoming aware

though the process of intuition; a preference for

perceiving meanings, relationships, possibilities;

Prefe-red

mode of_

JudOtent

Preferred

manner of

'lifestyle'

TF Thinking (T)

Feeling (F)

JP Judgment (J)

Perception (P)

: a preference for making judgments through

impersonal, objective analysis on the basis of

logical consequences and cause and effect;

: a preference for making judgments on the basis of

personal or social values and subjective criteria,

weighing values and the importance of choices for

oneself and for others;

: a preference for living in a planned_and orderly

way; a preference for a structured, predictable

lifestyle and for regulating and controlling events;

: a preference for living in a flexible, spontaneous

way, prefering to understand and adapt to events.

(from Myers and McCaulley, 1985)
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TABLE 2 FOUR LEARNING STYLES IDENTIFIED BY THE MBTI

IN : a preference for becuming aware through intuition (N) with an
introverted_focus (I); this_type of learner tends to be introspective and
scholarly,_interested prkmarily in ideas, theories, and depth of
understand_ing._ This tends to be the least practical of learning
styles; Knowledge is considered important for its own sake. Referred to
as an "Abstract/Reflective" ttyle.

EN : a preference for becoming aware through intuition (N) with an
extraverted focut (E); this type_of learner tends to see possibilities as
challenges to make things happen; they_have_wide ranging interests and
Iike to explore new patterns and relationships. Knowledge is considered
important for innovation; Referred to as an "Abstract/Attive" style.

IS : a preference for becoming aware through the senses (S) With_an
introverted (I) focus; this type of learner tends to carefully test ideas
to see whether they are supported by facts; they prefer to deal with what
is real and factual in a careful, unhurried way. Knowledge is considered
important to establish truth. Referred to as a "COncrete/ReflettiVe"
style or as "careful compilers."

ES : a preference for becoming aware through the senses _(S) With an
extraverted (E) focus; this typo of learner tends to be active and
realistic and learns best when useful applications are obvious;_it tends
to be the most practical, pragmatic learning style. KnoWledge it
considered important for its pragmatic value; Referred to At A
"Concrete/Active" style.

(from McCaulley and Natter, 1974)
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TABLE 3 PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE FOUR LEARNING STYLES

TRAILS DATA AT SLU:

% IN % EN % IS % ES

ARTS & SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATES 21 31 21 27
BUSINESS UNDERGRADUATES 12 30 27 31
NURSING UNDERGRADUATES 9 33 19 40

NURSING UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY 55 27 9 9

COMPLETE TRAILS DATABASE
HI-RISK STUDENT GROUP

18 31 22 30
15 30 46

AMERICAN_POPULATION ESTIMATES 10 20 20 50
(from G. Lawrence, 1982)

TABLE 4 ONEWAY ANOVA OF APTITUDE SCORE (SAT) BY LEARNING STYLE

GROUP N MEAN SAT ST. DEV. Scheffe Post Hoc Comparisons

1110 184.7 IN EN IS ES
1052 177.1
1008 224.1 IN
932 196.1 EN *

IS * *
1019 203;6 ES * * *

---
I"! 148
EN 312
IS 188
ES 250

TOTAL 989

F (3,894) = 30.9 note: * denotes p < .05
p< .001

15
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TABLE 5
FOUR MYERS-BRIGGS INDICES AND ACADEMIC APTITUDE (SAT)

RESULTS OF A STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION

VARIABLE B R SO F

----
SENSING-INTUITION .30 .08 22.96 **

EXTRAVERSION-INTROVERSION .10 .09 2.86
THINKING-FEELING -.06 .09 .95

JUDGMENT-PERCEPTION .02 .09 .07

NOTE: denotes p < .05

TABLE 6 FOUR MYERS-BRIGGS INDICES AND FIRST TERM GPA ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

I. RESULTS OF A STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION -without aptitude (SAT)

VARIAL B R SQ

EXTRAVERSION-INTROVERSION .24 ;05 16;71 **
JUDGMENT-PERCEPTION -.13 ;06 4;47 *
SENSING-INTUITION .13 ;08 4;15 *
THINKING-FEELING .10 .08 3;00

II. RESULTS OF A STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION with aptitude (SAT)

VARIABLE B R SQ

APTITUDE SCORE (SAT) .43 .18 67;35 **
EXTRAVERSION-INTROVERSION .20 .22 13;85 **

JUDGMENT-PERCEPTION =.I4 .23 6;68 **
THINKING-FEELING .13 .24 5;73 *
SENSING-INTUITION .00 .24 ;00

NOTE: * denotes p < .05
** denotet p < .01

16
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TABLE 7

RESULTS OF FOUR ONEWAY'ANOVAS FOR EACH COLLEGE:
MEAN UPPERCLASS GRADE POINT AVERAGE BY LEARNING STYLE

LEARNING STYLE

Arts & Stienctit

n mean

Butinbt

n Mean

Nursing

n mean

Allied Health

n mean

IN 64 3;32 15 2.91 5 3.20 17 3.31

EN 82 3;26 42 2.93 23 3.37 30 3;64

IS 68 3.17 35 3.15 12 3.51 12 3.51

ES 75 3.22 42 - 04 25 3.26 37 3.48

TOTAL 269 3.24 134 3.02 65 3.34 96 3.50

F ratio ;53 1.03 .61 1.29
F prob. .66 .38 .61 .28

TABLE 8 PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION FOR FOUR MYERS7BRIGGS DIMENSIONS
A PRELIMINARY COMPARISON

,of Nursing
Undergraduates
Preferring:

_

Y. of Nursing
Dropoutt

Preferring:

Extraversion 73 77
Introversion 27 23

Sensing 59 67
Intuition 41 33

Thinking 24 40
Feeling 76 60

Judgment 50 57
Perception 50 43
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